DISTRICT SUPERVISOR, LEAD MERCHANDISER AND MERCHANDISERS

Local Knowledge, LLC. Livegoods Merchandising is looking for hardworking, self-motivated, and challenge-loving Supervisor for our 2015 season and beyond!

Our team is responsible for the merchandising and maintenance of retail displays of trees, shrubs, roses, and other various seasonal live goods items in big box garden centers throughout the greater Chicago area.

We are currently seeking candidates for:

District Supervisor, Lead Merchandiser and Merchandiser- servicing our area from Frankfort, IL to Valparaiso, IN and points in-between. Candidates must have reliable transportation to reach all locations as needed.

As part of our company you would:

- Follow guidelines and protocols
- Be Creative
- Problem Solve
- Be a Leader, Trainer and Advocate
- Great Communicator
- Be able to Multitask
- Organize, Coordinate and Execute
- Work Independently

These positions are perfect for the person that loves the outdoors and has a hard time sitting still. We are constantly moving and making conscience decisions on improving the consumers shopping experience and improving sales.

This is a very physically demanding job. You will get dirty, everyday you will be lifting and moving plants weighing 5 to 70 lbs., pulling or pushing heavy racks of plants throughout the garden center. Pruning, cleaning and watering.

We work in all weather conditions. Sun, heat, cold, snow, wind and rain.

Local Knowledge will teach you Livegoods Merchandising, Product Knowledge and Product Handling, Signage, Labeling and Sales tracking. You will have Orientations and Relationship building at each of the locations.
Supervisors will be given a budget to manage their teams. They will need to communicate product needs and losses to multiple suppliers. You will be track sales by category.

Likely Candidates – plant enthusiasts, corporate runaways, horticultural students and recent grads, master gardeners, warehouse/restocking, physical fitness enthusiast, visual marketing and more.

Supervisor and Lead Merchandiser positions – Start March 2015
- Full Time
- Hourly Pay
- Overtime as required
- January lay-off

Benefits –
- Health Care stipend
- Mileage compensation
- Company phone
- Seasonal sales-based incentives

Merchandiser positions – Start April 2015
- Full to Part Time
- Hourly Pay
- Overtime as required
- Seasonal lay-off

Supervisor and Lead Merchandiser positions start March 2015. Merchandiser positions start April 2015. Starting pay is $10-$15 per hour, depending upon position and experience. Applicants may be subject to a criminal background check. Must have valid driver’s license and transportation.

Send resume via email –

Kyle Richards
Director of Operations
Local Knowledge, LLC - A division of Clinton Nurseries, Inc.

krichards@cngrp.com